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Every good romance novel begins the same way â€“ with a story idea. Yet compelling story ideas

arenâ€™t always easy to come by. Sometimes we all need a little inspiration - a spark that ignites

our imagination and excites the writing muse. 1001 Romance Story Starters cover myriad genres,

from erotic romance to inspirational and everything in between. Romance Story Starters arenâ€™t

your traditional writing prompts. Designed to kick start your imagination they include dialogue

starters, scenes, open ended scenarios, and even story endings. You can change ANYTHING

about the story starter. Take the idea and bend it to your will â€“ youâ€™re the boss. Use the ideas

to create powerful and compelling characters. Rhett and Scarlett, Romeo and Juliet, Kate and

Curran, great romance characters are created through conflict, chemistry, and courtship. Each story

starter holds the potential to help you create characters that capture your readerâ€™s heart and

mind and stand the test of time. Use the ideas to help you overcome writerâ€™s block. It doesnâ€™t

matter if youâ€™re staring at a blank page or if youâ€™re in the middle of a novel and unsure where

to go with it â€“ use the starters as inspiration. Let them help get your creative brain fired up. Use the

ideas to strengthen your writing muscles. Your writing muscles are like any other muscle in your

body. If you donâ€™t use them regularly, it becomes weak. Donâ€™t let your creative writing

muscles atrophy! Even if youâ€™re not working on a story idea, write. Grab a story idea and fill a

page or two (or ten) or write for twenty minutes â€“ you make the rules.
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I could spend hours reading these story starters. Love how clear and inventive the ideas are. As a



resource, you could really mix and match the ideas. Could give possible twists to stories that need a

little plot boost. I have really enjoyed this book. I highly recommend for all writers.

It's 1001 story prompts - or starters - directed at romance writers organized by genre. Is it something

you can find elsewhere on line? Oh, probably, but for the price and the convenience of having all of

them in one place makes it hard to beat. If it wasn't for the fact that the author sells the chapters in

101 [subgenre] Romance Story Starters for the exact same price - making it look like they're unique

from this book without indicating that they're all part of this book - I'd give it a higher rating. I'd also

have liked to see it be more organized/navigable - the chapters aren't labelled as to their contents

and multiple genres are mixed together in each chapter - making it look like she had a list she's

been compiling from other places and instead of organizing it, just lumped it into chunks to figure out

the chapters.

The starters are very helpful, but I'm starting have a new found respect for print versions. Whenever

I have to refer back to this to get creative, my freakin kindle isn't charged! Not the author's fault, just

mine for putting my kindle fire into over drive. This book is so helpful, I need a print/pdf version so

that I can have a hard copy in my library to pull out whenever I need it.

This is a great book to get your creative juices flowing. There are great ideas that you can play

around with and make your own.Two things that kept me from giving it 5 stars- there are several

grammatical errors that can make it difficult to read and there were at least 3 ideas that were

repeated in several categories, so it's not really 1001 ideas.I would recommend this book to anyone

who struggles with writer's block!

Even if you come away with only a handful of ideas, the inexpensive price was worth it. Remember,

you can also combine the individual ideas, so that helps, too.

Love this book! The story starters were just what I needed to jump start my creativity as well as give

tons of ideas to spin into a novel.

Loads of ideas! Gave me great beginnings for a couple of novels I am currently writing!

If you are new writer and need a jump start this for you !
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